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Short reports

The Editorial Committee is concerned at the number
of individual case reports being received, particularly
those relating to cytogenetic abnormalities. We
recognise that detailed clinicopathological correla-
tions can only be built up by consideration of
reasonable numbers of cases, and that the rarity of
individual disorders dictates that most of these can
only be presented as single case reports. On the other
hand, the new information content of such case
reports is generally low, particularly once two or
three previous cases have been published. Even at the
present length of case reports many technically
satisfactory submissions must be rejected purely
because of pressure on space.
For an experimental period, the Editors would

therefore like to invite contributions in the form of
very short case reports. These should generally
contain an informative clinical photograph and, if
relevant, a full or partial karyotype; a point form
description of relevant clinical features, drawing
particular attention to anything unusual or new in

the presentation; and references to two or three
recent reports or reviews of the subject. Technical
methods etc should be dealt with as briefly as is
consistent with clarity. The entire report must be
capable of reproduction on a single printed page of
the Journal.
Case reports of exceptional interest, or those

containing reviews of subjects not recently reviewed
in publications, may still be submitted in the longer
format. However, shorter reports will obviously be
subjected to less stringent selection criteria. There
will not, however, be any relaxation of the technical
standards required, and particular attention will be
paid to the standards of illustrations. It is hoped that
authors of short reports will always be prepared to
provide further details of their cases to interested
readers on personal request.
Although this category of publication is part-

icularly aimed at cytogenetic case reports, papers
dealing with other genetic disorders may also be
submitted in this form.
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